A Capital Funds Bill

This is a bill to allocate $35,900, (including a 10% overage allowance of $3590.) from the SGA Reserve Account, for the one time expenditure to provide the Liberal Arts Building an approximate 10x increase in WiFi speed and bandwidth, through equipment, cable runs and contractor work.

WHEREAS, the technology of Internet wifi, in this building, is >10 years old, and becoming an increasing problem for proper Internet workflow for students and faculty.

WHEREAS the IT Department has exhausted all funding, and grants ($166,000) on the first step of a core upgrade, and adding a 2nd firewall for privacy and security.

ACKNOWLEDGING that this allocation will benefit all students, especially those in the largest academic major on campus.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION THAT:

I. THE AMOUNT OF $35,900 plus $3590 (10% overage allowance), allocated from the Reserve Account to Information Technology (OIT)

II. ALL UNUSED FUNDS SHALL REVERT BACK TO THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION AT THE END OF THE CURRENT FISCAL YEAR.

III. SEE ATTACHED ESTIMATE.

[Signature and vote details]